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 With the rise in an energy crisis, electric vehicles have become a necessity. 
An integral part of the electric/hybrid vehicle is batteries. Out of many types, 
Li-ion batteries are providing features like high power as well as energy 
density. The features make Li-ion is an excellent choice for multiple 
applications from electronic appliances to electric vehicles. Li-ion batteries 
have their limitations while using in electric vehicles, and battery parameter 
monitoring like temperature, voltage, current, State of Charge (SoC), etc. is 
very much essential. The monitoring is dependent on actual physical 
measurements, which are subject to error contributing factors such as 
measurement noise, errors etc. With the estimation of SOC and State of 
Health (SoH) of the battery model, the lifetime of the battery will be 
calculated out, and along these lines sparing significant cost. In this paper, a 
study on SoH estimation and Li-ion battery SoC is estimated using a Kalman 
Filter (KF) algorithm estimation and results are presented to validate the Li-
ion operating performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Nowadays, Li-ion batteries are widely used in various types of applications which have a 
comparatively small size range of device use into large size type application. This type of batteries has 
attracted the interest of several industries because of its advantages compared to other rechargeable batteries 
[1]. The energy density of Li-ion batteries is high, and it requires less maintenance. It also has a high nominal 
voltage, with the slow self-discharging also no exhibits effected on the memory. This merit makes in Li-ion 
batteries are mostly used technologies for energy problems and automobile applications. The performance of 
Li-ion batteries degrades over a period because they are highly sensitive to temperature and sometimes they 
are also unsafe when they are overcharged. With the help of a battery management system (BMS), the 
drawbacks are avoided. This type of system controls both charging as well as discharging of batteries and 
provided the reliable, safety operation as well as ensuring the longevity of the batteries. It is also capable of 
handling additional tasks and controls the temperature of the battery. Such tasks need to consider two main 
parameters: i) SoC and ii) SoH of the battery. State of charge is defined as saved energy to maximum energy 
saved in that battery [2]. There are different types of methods are used for the state of charge calculation and 
estimation such as open circuit voltage method, Kalman filter estimation, state method, Coulomb counting 
method, AH integral method etc. In Electric Vehicles, when calculating of state of charge by using Coulomb 
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counting method, there is a problem in setting initial condition, which is not always necessarily known and 
another issue is being the error will take much more time to sense the signal from sensor [3]-[6]. 
In Li-ion batteries, consider any cell that depended upon the requirement of electronic consumer, 
temperature, significant current flow through the battery. The different type of Li-ion battery cells is graphite, 
Carbon, Carbon and LFP [7], [8]. SoC estimation and monitoring are done with the help of different model 
like resistance-capacitance based model, Thevenin’s type model, Ohmic base model and open circuit voltage 
adding the type of model etc. [9]-[11]. The controlling is achieved with the help of KF, and it has been 
applied for state observe as well as predicted problems [12]. The primary battery model is converted into the 
state space variable model as discussed in [13]. In this article, the battery model is converted into the state 
space model representation using KF estimation. For maintaining proper battery performance, the methods 
such as the diagnostic method and prognostic method are used. In Li-ion battery, overcharging and over 
depletion is taking place, and it damages the battery. The vital point to be considered for battery iagnostics is 
state of health (SoH), which measures the battery capacity of energy storage as well as delivered  
power [14], [15]. 
 
 
2. MODELLING OF LI-ION CELL 
In this article, basic modelling of the cell is the same as the Li-ion battery modelling. The Li-ion cell 
modelled with the help of RC model. Two RC (resistance-capacitance) type of model selected for analysis 
and each dynamics battery model have adopted the state variable equations [10]. The equivalent circuit of the 
cell is shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. 2RC model of the battery 
 
 
In Figure 1, the two single RC model are connected in the parallel. One RC model represents 
charging that is R_c (charging resistances) and C_c (charging capacitance) and the second RC model 
represents discharging that is R_(s ) (surface resistance) and C_s (surface capacitance), and Ohmic resistance 
is represented byR_t. The voltage across respective RC model is V_c and V_s. The various elements in 
modelling is used to study the dynamic behavior of the battery under different operating situations. 
 
2.1.  The mathematical derivation of the model 
The modelling is done for converting the basic model to state variable form. When converting into 
the state variable form, it necessary to find out the state variable. Consider three state variable that is V_c, 
V_s and V_o for modelling. Here, V_o is the output voltage of the cell. KVL is applied on figure 1 to derive 
the output voltage and it is represented in (1) and (2). 
 
Vo = IRt + IcRc + Vc (1) 
 
Similarly, 
 
Vo = IRt + IsRs + Vs (2) 
 
Subtract the Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, and we get the equation as follows in (3). 
 
IsRs = IcRc + Vc − Vs (3) 
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By applying Kirchhoff’s law, the load current through the cell is derived, and it is represented in (4). 
 
I = Ic + Is, Is = I − Ic (4) 
 
By substituting (4) in (3) and (5) is derived for further analysis. 
 
Is(Rc + Rs) = IRs + Vs − Vc (5) 
 
The current through the charging capacitor is represented in (6). 
 
Ic = Cc
∂Vc
∂t
 (6) 
 
The charging capacitor voltage is derived by substituting (6) in (5). 
 
V
•
c =
IRs
Cc(Rc+Rs)
+
Vs
Cc(Rc+Rs)
−
Vc
Cc(Rc+Rs)
 (7) 
 
Similarly, the discharging capacitor voltage is derived, and it is represented in (8). 
 
V
•
s =
IRc
Cs(Rc+Rs)
+
Vc
Cs(Rs+Rc)
−
Vs
Cs(Rs+Rc)
 (8) 
 
Let consider the following constants for analysis, a1 = 1 Cc(Rc + Rs)⁄ , b1 = 1 Cs(Rc + Rs)⁄  and substitute 
in (7) and (8). 
 
V
•
c = a1IRs + a1Vs − a1Vc (9) 
 
V
•
s = b1IRc + b1Vc − b1Vs (10) 
 
By adding (1) and (2), (11) is derived.  
 
2Vo = 2IRt + IcRc + IsRs + Vc + Vs (11) 
 
By applying current division rule, and the above (11) is replaced by (12). 
 
Vo =
(Vc+Vs)
2
+ (Rt + D) ∗ I (12) 
 
Where D =
Rc∗Rs
(Rc+Rs)
. Let consider the rate of change of current is nearly equal to zero. The (12) is simplified 
in (13). 
 
V
•
o =
(V
•
c+V
•
s)
2
 (13) 
 
Substitute (9) and (10) in (13), the output voltage is derived as (14). 
 
2V
•
o = (b1 − a1)Vc + (a1 − b1)Vs + (a1Rs + b1Rc)I (14) 
 
From (12), Vc is obtained and substitute in (14) and the output voltage is further simplified as (15). 
 
V
•
o = (b1 − a1)Vc + (a1 − b1)Vo + ([a1(0.5Rs + Rt + D) + b1(0.5Rc − Rt − D)]I (15) 
 
From (9), (10) and (15), the state variable matrix is represented as (16). 
 
[
Vc
•
Vs
•
Vo
] = [
−a1 a1 0
b1 −b1 0
(b1 − a1) 0 (a1 − b1)
] ∗ [
Vc
Vs
Vo
] + [
a1Rs
b1Rc
a1(0.5Rs + Rt + D) + b1(0.5Rc − Rt − D)
] ∗ I (16) 
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According to operating condition and SoC of the battery, the values of Rs, Rc, Cs, Cc will be 
different. Thus different values will result in different state space model. (16) is used for SoC estimation and 
Kalman Filter algorithm. Detailed Kalman Algorithm was applied on this model in Matlab/Simulink 
programming environment to simulate theoretical results. The values are listed in Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. Parameter for different SoC 
SoC 50% 60% 
Rs (Ω) 0.00651 0.00651 
Rc (Ω) 0.01776 0.01776 
Cs (F) 24.73 27.6 
Cc (F) 58103 70266 
Rt (Ω) 0.01954 0.01954 
 
 
For different SoC values, resistance and capacitance are varied due to the different charge stored in 
the battery. A MATLAB model obtains these values of R and C with different SoCs. This gives a common 
idea of how the battery performs for different SoCs. For the state space model, check the controllability and 
observability by using Kalman method. 
 
 
3. MONITORING OF LITHIUM-ION BATTERY  
Depend upon the requirements and the current rating, consider any type of lithium-ion battery and 
also consider extended life capacity. In this article, Li-ion (LiCoO2) cell type battery [8] is taken for analysis. 
The battery parameters such as SoC, current, voltage and temperature is monitored. The parameter 
monitoring is done with the help of Matlab/Simulink. The Matlab/Simulink model is shown in Figure 2  
and Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Block diagram for parameter monitoring in MATLAB 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Parameters scope in MATLAB 
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PS Simulink converter that converts the physical signal into the Simulink output signal in scope. 
The model uses two types of input signals, i.e. input current and ambient temperature taken at 20oC constant. 
The energy transfer between two points is done with the help of convection fluid motion. Energy transfer 
process is done with the cooling law of Newton. This law states that the convection heat transfer directly 
proportional to the convection heat transfer coefficient, temperature difference and surface area. Consider 
two points A1 and B1 connected for convective heat transfer. Between these, energy transfer from A1 to B1, 
i.e. Positive heat flow and vice versa. Take natural convection heat transfer coefficient 5-25 W/m2/K. 
The thermal energy of the ideal source, i.e. efficiently sustainable in maintaining the specific 
temperature and in this system output is split into the consumed of heat. Block connected between A2 and B2 
correspond to the temperature source of input and output side port respectively. Temperature difference that 
is the temperature at points (A2-B2) across the source is directly proportional to the control signal. 
Thermal reference is equivalent to electrical ground or reference used in the circuit. It gives constant 
value as a reference, be it 0 or any other ref value. This is a point with which all other temperatures are 
measured in the system. Each physical network is connected to one solver block. Without that block, the 
output cannot be obtained as this block helps to solve operation. All blocks are coded internally. 
 
3.1.  State of Charge (SoC) 
State of charge is defined as saved energy to maximum energy that can be saved in that battery. SoC 
is calculated in percentage. Where 100% indicates wholly charged, and 0% indicates wholly discharged. This 
is for one cell; however, if the battery is considered as a whole, it has multiple cells. A battery pack which 
has few individual cells in parallel could be taken as one cell with higher voltage, and current limits and SoC 
will be determined. However, it is always better to calculate SoC without assuming battery pack as a single 
cell. It is better for performance evaluation and consistency. If limit and SoC of all comprising cells in the 
battery pack are known, then, the event that there are exceptional productivity and non-loss adjusting gadget, 
then the State of Charge of the given battery system is represented in (17). 
 
SoC =
∑SOCi∗Ci
∑Ci
  (17) 
 
With SoC estimation, considerable time is saved, required in battery testing. During actual testing of 
battery, with fully charged and then discharging, SoC estimation saves time by predicting battery 
performance with modelling. Also, it has its issues with actual testing of battery, viz. long duration, the 
requirement of current pulses etc. Kalman Filter algorithm is the process used for estimating the State of 
Charge of the battery. With a forecast of state of charge of the battery, its lifetime will be calculated, and this 
is economic, as it saves the time required for actual testing. In this article, SoC estimation with the help of 
Kaman filter [10] is discussed.  
For SoC estimation using Kalman Filter, state space model discussed in the mathematical section 
was used. For SoC using a Kalman filter process, to simulate, the random noise is added with the input, to 
check whether the performance of Kalman Filter is sufficiently satisfying for Li-ion Battery SoC estimation. 
Kalman filter primarily works on prediction and updating sequence based on data. Prediction involves 
prediction of state estimate and prediction of estimated covariance. Updating involves innovation on 
estimated covariance, calculation of residues from known data and finally, calculation of Kalman gain, which 
is again used for updating purpose. Again estimate of states and covariance is updated based on prior 
knowledge, posterior knowledge and obtained Kalman gain. This process is followed for the Kalman filter as 
estimation. Necessary inputs for this state representation given in (16), initial guesses for covariance, all of 
which are done in MATLAB programming. 
Kalman filtering is an algorithm which uses state measurements over time and having noise and 
various other inaccuracies and uncertainties and gives an estimate of unknown state values from available 
data. These values of estimated states are more accurate than based on other measurements. Kalman filtering 
uses Bayesian estimation process, and joint probability distribution for each sampling instance. Kalman filter 
algorithm consists of two steps. During the prediction stage, the algorithm estimates the current value of 
states. Once the next sample of data arrives, which also has noise and uncertainties of process and 
measurement noise, that estimate is updated according to new measurements. This process is recursive, i.e. it 
repeats for each sampling instant, and it requires only previous time instant and current measurement to 
estimate the current state. Kalman filter includes estimation of noise covariance matrices that are used for the 
process. The Kalman filter is the linear filter when it follows three conditions such as the model perfectly 
matches actual process under consideration, the noise in the system is white noise, and finally, the 
covariances of the noise are precisely known. There are different types and versions of the Kalman Filter. For 
the non-linear system, Kalman filter is not applied directly, so that introduces Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 
or Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF). This work focusses on a linear system with direct Kalman filter. 
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3.2.  SoH Estimation 
The battery's storage capacity and supply electrical energy are known as the battery state of health 
(SoH). SoH provides information about the battery energy or its power. New SoH estimation methods are 
discussed taking into account the battery energy. The method discussed in this paper is a non-linear model 
method. The logistic growth curve is used to model the Ah, and the voltage function is represented in (18). 
 
F(x) = P +
C
{1+Sexp[−β(x−x0)]}
1
s
 (18) 
 
where P = Lower Limit Value, c = Upper Limit Value, S = Symmetrical point, β = Growth Rate, Xo = 
Inflection Point. The estimated battery SoH is evaluated using Eq.18 and given in (19). 
 
SOHest=(
(Cest)x
(Cest)y
)*100 (19) 
 
where the subscripts y and x shows the number of tests iteration. The battery SoH for every data set is 
evaluated and then compared with the SoH which is estimated. However, in this paper, the estimation of the 
SoC has been presented. 
 
 
4. SIMULATION RESULTS  
The Li-ion cell is mathematically modeled as per the (1)-(16) using Matlab/Simulink simulation 
software. The cell is simulated and the SoC is measured and estimated using two methods such as isothermal 
pulse discharge experiment [16] and KF algorithm. The comparison results for the both cases are presented 
for the better understanding of effective parameter estimation method. 
 
4.1.  Case 1: Isothermal Pulse Discharge Experiment 
The Figure 4-6 shows the different simulation waveforms of the Li-ion cell for the SoC with the 
initial assumption of 50% SoC. Figure 4 presents the input taken by the cell during charging and discharging 
period of the cell.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Input current during charging and discharging 
 
 
Figure 5 shows the input voltage and output voltage for the cell during both the charging and 
discharging condition. Figure 6 presents the SoC estimation over the period of 12.5 hours of charging and 
discharging condition. From the figure, it is observed that over the period of 9.44 hours, the SoC reaches 0. 
However, the estimated SoC is not up to the expected result.  
So, the cell’s SoC is estimated using the convention KF algorithm to overcome the drawbacks by 
the isothermal pulse discharge method. Finally, it is observed that the estimated parameter shows the more 
error covariance by the conventional isothermal pulse discharge experiment method.  
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Figure 5. Cell terminal voltage and input voltage over the period 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. SoC estimation using isothermal pulse discharge method over the period 
 
 
4.2.  Case 2: Estimation using KF algorithm 
The drawbacks of the method proposed in [16] are overcome by the conventional KF algorithm. The 
KF algorithm is modeled in Matlab/Simulink and the thermal effect on the Li-ion cell also considered during 
simulation to effectively validate the experimental results. Figure 7 shows the temperature variation in Kelvin 
over the period of charging and discharging. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Temperature variation in Kelvin over the finite time  
 
 
Figure 8 shows the comparison between the estimated SoC, and measured SoC. Both measured and 
estimated SoC is matching, and it displays a small error covariance i.e. approximately 1.5%. However, this 
error is in the accepted level. The battery capacity is estimated using KF algorithm, and it is compared with 
the measured capacity. There is a small mismatch due to the battery thermal effects. The estimated battery 
capacity and the random current signal is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 10 shows the charging and discharging indication of the cell, and it is used to estimate the 
input current taken by the cell during charge/discharge. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the SoC 
estimation using both the isothermal pulse discharge experiment method, and the conventional KF algorithm. 
From the Figure 11, it is observed that the KF algorithm estimates the SoC effectively and accurately, and the 
estimated SoC is matching with the actual value of SoC. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Output response of the cell and error covariance over the period of charge/discharge 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Estimated battery capacity using KF algorithm and random current signal 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Charging and discharging indication 
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Maintaining the mean value of the cell voltage 3.267 V which is near to the actual value of the cell 
terminal voltage. The error recorded over the period is shown in Figure 12, and error is maintained within the 
acceptance band. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Estimated SoC comparison between the method in [16] and KF algorithm 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Voltage error recorded over time error remains in the acceptance band 
 
 
The model is simulated for the assumption of 60% and 70% SoC to check the error covariance. 
Table 2 shows the comparison between the measured error covariance and estimated error covariance for 
50%, 60% and 70% SoC. 
 
 
Table 2. Measured & estimated Voltage error covariance by KF algorithm 
SoC 50% 60% 70% 
Measured Error 
Covariance 
1.0014 1.0014 1.0014 
Estimated Error 
Covariance 
0.0055 0.0033 0.0047 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION  
The battery monitoring system is mainly used for calculating necessary data and using it to keep 
battery operating within its limits, so as not to damage it. Thus BMS forms a central part of Battery 
Management unit. By finalising state operations, it is possible to estimate and predict operating values, such 
as terminal voltage for battery. With this estimation, well known Kalman Filter algorithm technique is useful 
to estimate the SoC of Li-ion battery. Kalman Filter is an accurate algorithm for estimation, and that can be 
observed from error difference recorded over time. Even the small error is observed compared to 
measurement noise. KF is accurate for dynamic systems prediction process. From the parameter monitoring 
and parameter estimation of the battery model, it is concluded that the health of the battery can be analysed 
and the same has been done as per the results shown.  
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